A closed-loop spacecraft rendezvous simulation facility was constructed and con gured to evaluate a newly developed relative navigationalgorithmthat processes the observables of the globalpositioningsystem. The primary objective of this effort is to establish the performance of the integrated guidance and navigation architecture for autonomous rendezvous in low Earth orbit. A fundamental component of the relative navigation system is a real-time recursive extended Kalman lter. To achieve very precise relative navigation, the lter processes doubledifferenced carrier-phase measurements. Based on the lter state, all of the maneuvers are computed onboard by solving the Lambert targeting problem. The closed-loop simulation investigations show that 3.5 cm or less relative positioning accuracy and 1.0 mm/s relative velocity estimation accuracy are achievable in the absence of multipath. With these highly accurate relative navigationresults, coordinated and autonomousrendezvous maneuvers become possible.
Introduction
A UTONOMOUS rendezvous and capture is a key technology for low-Earth-orbit (LEO) applications that involve the International Space Station (ISS). An example of this type of application is an unmanned autonomous orbit transfer vehicle for expendable resupply of the ISS. A system of this type has the potential to reduce operational costs and simultaneously increase reliability and safety. Accurate real-time knowledge of relative position and velocity is one of the essential requirements for autonomous navigation and onboard targeting. The global positioning system (GPS) observables can be applied advantageously to relative navigationfor two receiverswith communicationlinks between them. To achieve very precise relative navigation, double-differencecarrierphase measurements are commonly employed for ground-basedactivities. Space-based GPS relative navigation,however, differs from the conventional ground-based differential GPS approach in which at least one stationaryreceiver is usually located at a known position and navigation is performed with respect to the known station. In space-based applications, the positions of both vehicles may not be well known initially,and the vehiclesare not stationary.In this paper, the application of double-differenced carrier-phase measurements is investigated for on-orbit navigation.
Much of the early work in the space-based GPS relative navigation eld utilized only software simulation employing numerically generated GPS measurements. 1¡5 This situation was due mainly to the lack of availability of spaceborne GPS receivers and testing equipment for the space dynamic environment. More recently, hardware-in-the-loop(HWIL) experiments have been reported using GPS signal generators. 6¡9 In those experiments, the simulator generates the GPS signal received in the LEO environment, and the GPS measurements are provided by actual spaceborne GPS receivers connected to the simulator rf outputs. Although representing a step forward by utilizing hardware for GPS signal generation, all of the early HWIL experimentswere open-loop experiments.Openloop tests can providesome informationaboutthe basic performance of a navigation system, but they are limited to scripted trajectories that do not allow for control of the vehicles based on the navigation state. Rendezvousoperationsrequire precise relative navigation,but this alone is insuf cient to allow autonomous on-orbit operations. The guidance algorithm relies on the navigation state and must operate in concert with the navigation system in a real-time mode.
One of the objectives of this research is to extend the HWIL experimentation to include a closed-loop integrated guidance and navigation architecture to establish the capabilities of on-orbit autonomous rendezvous operations using the GPS receivers as the only navigation sensors. Ebinuma et al. 10 presented the rst closedloop hardware simulation results of spacecraft rendezvous using a STR4670 GPS signal generator. In that experiment, however, only one GPS receiver was available; hence, one spacecraft (the passive vehicle) was not controlled in real time. The navigation lter read a RINEX-like log le for the passive vehicle, and only the observations of the active vehicle were supplied by the receiver in real time. A two receiver capability has since been developed, and the extension of the previous results to include closed-looprendezvous hardware experiments with two GPS receivers is presented in this paper. The technical issues surrounding the integration of guidance and navigation in a real-time HWIL test are also investigated to ensure that no practical issues (such as timing mismatch) are overlooked.
Only a brief introduction to the lter algorithms is presented in this paper.More completemathematicalde nitionsand relativenavigation algorithms are presented elsewhere by Ebinuma.
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Relative Navigation Architecture Figure 1 shows the architecture of GPS-based spacecraft rendezvous system. We assume that a GPS receiver is mounted on each vehicle and that a communication link is used to pass GPS measurements from the target vehicle to the chaser vehicle. The chaser vehicle is actively maneuvering, while the target vehicle is passive. The centralized relative navigation lter on the chaser processes pseudorange and double-differenced carrier-phase measurements from both receivers concurrently. Because the vehicles are orbiting near each other, the GPS signal errors from the common GPS satellites and the perturbation errors are signi cantly correlated. When the correlated measurements are processed concurrently, the lter can provide more accurate relative state estimates than two independent navigation lters. Based on the target and chaser lter states, all of the targeting maneuvers are computed onboard by solving the Lambert targeting problem. This targeting algorithm requires absolute state information of both the target and chaser. To achieve accurate absolute solutions, the receiver clock errors, ionospheric path delay, and ephemeris errors are also estimated as part of the lter state by processing pseudorangemeasurements, even though the effects of those error sources are conveniently eliminated from the relative navigation solutions by taking differential-phase measurements. Details of the lter design and onboard targeting algorithms will be discussed in the following sections.
Filter Model Descriptions
This section describes the nonlinear equations of the satellite motion and the GPS measurements used in the extended Kalman lter (EKF) algorithm (see Ref. 12 ). These nonlinear models are then linearized about the current lter state only for the covariance update.
Spacecraft Equations of Motion
The relative navigation lter utilizes a detailed inertial acceleration model for real-time state propagation.Many relative navigation applications utilize Hill's equations. Filter implementations using Hill's equations are less complex, but do not provide the necessary accuracy required from the application. The inertial acceleration model is also readily expandable to rendezvous applications in highly elliptical orbit, which is a subject for future investigations.
The spacecraft equations of motion are written as
where r and a are the satellite position and acceleration vectors, respectively. The total acceleration vector is de ned as
where a E is the Earth's gravity acceleration, a D is the atmospheric drag acceleration, and a U is the remaining unmodeled acceleration vectors. The Earth's gravitational acceleration vector a E is given by the gradient of the geopotential function Ã as
Expressed in terms of the satellite's radius r, latitude Á, and longitude¸, here Ã is given by
where R E is the mean equatorial radius of the Earth, P nm .sin Á/ is the associated Legendre function, S nm and C nm are sectorial and tesseral harmonic coef cients, respectively, and N is maximum degree included in the expansion. A more detailed description is found by Vallado. 13 Only the second-order zonal harmonic coefcient, J 2 . D ¡C 20 ), is selected for the gravitational acceleration model in the lter. Neglecting higher-order gravitational harmonics terms leads to periodic disturbances. The unmodeled acceleration vector a U is added to the navigation system to absorb the acceleration errors created by these disturbancesand is part of the lter state vector.
The atmosphericdrag accelerationvector a D is modeled as a drag force in the direction of the relative wind vector acting on a constant surface of the spacecraft. The basic equation for aerodynamic drag acceleration is
where C D is the drag coef cient, A is the reference surface area of the satellite, m is the mass of the satellite, and % is the atmospheric density. The velocity vector relative to the rotating atmosphere is
where ! E is the Earth's rotation vector. To predict the atmospheric density, the lter uses an exponential atmosphere density model, in which the air density varies as
where % 0 is reference density, h is actual altitude above a reference ellipsoid,h 0 is reference altitude, and H is scale height. Because the exponential model gives a daily average density, it cannot express the diurnal changes in the day-side and night-side on the orbit. The drag coef cient correction 1 D that is added to the lter state vector to compensate for these modeling errors, as well as the variation from the nominal value N C D of the drag coef cient, is as follows:
Both the unmodeled acceleration and drag coef cient correction states utilize exponentiallycorrelated random variable (ECRV) models. In a discrete-time formulation, a state x k modeled as an ECRV can be described with a time constant ¿ and the standard deviation ¾ as
where the scalar state transition is given by
and´k is a zero mean, unit variance random variable. The process noise covariance
appears in the lter process noise vector.
GPS Observables
Although most GPS receivers provide least-square (or point-x) solutions of the receiver position and the receiver clock bias, the navigation lter processes the GPS observables directly. The pseudorange model between the GPS satellite S and the receiver R is
where ½ S R .t R / is the range computed on the basis of the broadcast ephemeris and the receiver position at t R , c is the speed of light, and 1t R and 1t S are receiverand GPS satelliteclock errors,respectively. In addition to the clock errors, the actual pseudorangemeasurement is affected by the ionosphericdelay 1I S , broadcast ephemeris error 1E S R , and random noise » . Note that the tropospheric delay is not included because the spacecraft is assumed to orbit above the troposphere. Because the selective availability (SA) was removed on 1 May 2000, SA clock dither and ephemeris manipulation errors are also not included as part of the measurement errors. The effect of multipath is not included in the current lter design, but should be considered in future work. Similarly, the carrier-phasemeasurement model can be expressed aş
where¸is the wave length of the L1 carrier signal. The carrier phase only differs from the pseudorange in Eq. (12) by the sign of the ionospheric delay, the random noise , and the integer ambiguity N , multiplied by¸. More detailed model descriptions of GPS observables are found by Leick.
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GPS Measurement Biases
The navigation lter estimates each individual range bias source in Eqs. (12) and (13) to achieve more accurate spacecraft lter state estimation. The normalized receiver clock bias 1t R , denoted by b, is given by
The receiver clock model is then de ned by
where f is the clock drift and w f and w g are the zero mean Gaussian white noise. The GPS satellite ephemeris and clock corrections are regularly predicted by the operational control segment and uploaded to the satellites in the form of orbit elements and curve t parameters. The parametersare then included as part of the navigationmessage. User receivers utilize the parameters to estimate the satellite coordinates and clock corrections. The errors in the broadcast ephemeris yield the range bias denoted by 1E S R in Eqs. (12) and (13) . Because the broadcast ephemeris error slowly changes while the GPS satellite is visible, it is treated as an ECRV in the navigation lter.
The ionosphere introduces a path-dependent delay in the GPS measurements. Denote I V as a ionospheric range error for the L1 carrier signal along the local vertical. In the navigation lter, I V is modeled as
where the ionospheric delay correction 1 I V is added to the lter state vector to absorb the variation from a nominal delay value N I V and is treated as an ECRV. The ionosphericdelay 1I S for each GPS satellite is then computed by an obliquity equation,
where E is the elevation angle of the signal path from the GPS satellite S with respect to the local horizon.
Double-Differenced Carrier Phase
In conventional ground-based relative positioning applications, the coordinate of an unknown receiver position is determined with respect to a well-known point, which is stationary for most cases. In space-based relative navigation applications, however, both the target and chaserreceiversare orbitingaround the Earth.The spacecraft initial positions are not initially well known, and they are moving with respect to one another. Relative positioning can be performed either with pseudorange or carrier-phase measurements. In the relative navigation lter, double-differenced carrier-phase measurements are used to improve the accuracy of relative state estimates.
Denote the target and chaser spacecraft by subscripts A and B, respectively, and the two GPS satellites by superscripts j and k. The phase difference requires simultaneous observations from both the target and chaser receivers. Simultaneity means that the GPS measurement time tag for the two receivers are the same. When it is assumed that such simultaneous observations exist, the doubledifferenced measurements are de ned aş
Assume that the two user spacecraft are close enough so that the signal path from each GPS satellite is almost the same. Thus, the GPS satellite-related errors, such as ionospheric delay, broadcast emphemeriserror, and satelliteclock error, are canceledwhen taking the double difference. When Eq. (13) is substituted into Eq. (19), the double-differencedcarrier-phase measurement is given by 20) is part of lter state vector, and its estimate is a real number. Because the integer ambiguity is taking a xed constant value while the carrier phase is observed (if a cycle slip does not occur), the doubledifferenced integer ambiguity is also a xed constant. Although it is known to be constant, a small amount of process noise is given to allow for innovations in the bias value to occur over time.
Filter State Vector
The lter estimates a state vector X, which consistsof the two user spacecraft position and velocity vectors and receiver clock biases, as well as the GPS measurement errors. The state vector used in the lter is
where X A = target spacecraft and receiver clock bias state X B = chaser spacecraft and receiver clock bias state 1 I V = scalar ionospheric delay correction X E = broadcast ephemeris biases X N = double-differencedinteger ambiguities Here and subsequently, the notation [aI b] is used as a shorthand for the more cumbersome [a T ; b T ] T . For each vehicle, the spacecraft and receiver clock bias state is de ned as
Note that the lter estimates the position and velocity of the center of mass and that the antenna phase center is assumed to coincide 
with the center of mass. No attitude determinationis implemented in the current lter design. The broadcast ephemeris bias state vector X E is composed of 1E S R of each GPS satellite. When n satellites are commonly visible from both the chaser and target vehicles, the length of X E becomes n. Similarly, X N is composed of a doubledifferenced integer ambiguity¸N j k A B for each double-differenced carrier-phase measurement. From n carrier phase measurements, (n ¡ 1) linearly independent double-differencedmeasurements can be taken. Table 1 summarizes the lter state vector components and their dimensions. The total length of the state vector becomes 25 C 2n ¡ 1.
The lter state is basically composed of two inertial states of the target and chaser vehicles.The relative state vector X rel of the chaser spacecraft with respect to the target spacecraft is then obtained by differencing the inertial state estimates as
If we denote the difference between the true and estimated states by e, the relative state error covariance matrix P rel is expressed as
where P A , P B , P A B , and P B A (D P T A B ) are the state error covariance block matrices corresponding to the spacecraft state vectors. Processing double-differenced measurements is bene cial for simultaneous estimation of two inertial states because it leads to cross correlation between the two inertial states and, therefore, decreases the error covariance of the relative state vector in Eq. (24).
Observation Vector
At every sampling time, the lter process both the nondifferenced pseudorange and double-differenced carrier phase measurements. 
where Y PR; A and Y PR;B are the pseduorange measurement vectors receivedby the target and chaser,respectively,and Y DD is the doubledifferencedcarrier-phasemeasurement vector. When n satellitesare commonly visible from both the target and chaservehicle,the length of Y becomes .3n ¡ 1/. Note that the lter needs to process nondifferenced pseudorange measurements because some of the lter states, such as the receiver clock bias and the broadcast ephemeris error, are not (or are very weakly) observable with double-differencedmeasurements alone.
State Estimation Algorithms
The state estimation algorithms of the relative navigation lter consist of the following four major processes. In addition to the general EKF propagation and measurement update processes, a bookkeeping process of the state vector is required due to the changes of the number of visible satellites.
1) Maintenance process consists of maintaining the length of the states and the size of state error covariance matrices of the broadcast ephemeris errors and double-differencedinteger ambiguities corresponding to the number of commonly visible GPS satellites from both the chaser and target.
2) Measurement update process consists of correcting the state vector and the state error covariance matrix to include the effects of the current measurement taken from the GPS satellites. The GPS satellites considered include only those that have been continuously observed since the last initialization process.
3) Initialization process consists of initializing the state vector and the state error covariance matrix corresponding to the recently locked-on GPS satellites. 4) Propagation process consists of propagating the state vector and state error covariance matrix from the current measurement time to the next.
Onboard Targeting Algorithms
Based on the target and chaser lter states, all of the targeting maneuvers are computed onboard by solving the Lambert targeting problem. Given two position vectors and the time of ight from one to the other, the Lambert algorithm gives the initialvelocity that generates the orbit connecting the two positions. Because the Lambert problem is de ned in a simple two-body environment, the resulting impulsive maneuver vector 1V cannot take the spacecraftto the desired nal position under the effects of disturbing forces. However, an iterative method is employed to implement the Lambert algorithm to compute 1V, which achieves an accurate nal positioning within a given threshold ² in the real-world environment. 
Simulation Setup
The HWIL GPS test facility was con gured to test the relative navigation and onboard target algorithms in a real-time mode with two GPS Orion receivers. This section describes the test facility setup for the closed-loop rendezvous simulation. Figure 2 shows the GPS test facility, and Fig. 3 shows the HWIL system con guration for the closed-loop rendezvous simulation with two GPS receivers. The GPS L1 Coarse/Acquisition-codesignal is simulated using a Spirent STR4760 simulator composed of one workstation (Compaq Alpha Station XP900) and one rf signal generator connected to the workstation via an Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers-(IEEE-) 488 control bus. The workstation controls the entire operation of the signal generator under userspeci c scenarios.The signal generatorhas 2 rf outputs (16 channels each) and is capable of simulating the GPS signals received by 2 user vehicles simultaneously. From each rf output line, the simulated GPS signal is then sent to a Mitel GPS Orion receiver through a coaxial cable. The GPS Orion is a sample receiver design released by Mitel Semiconductor.The core componentsof the receiverare the GP2015 rf front end, GP2021 12-channel correlator, and ARM60 32-bit reduced instruction set computer processor. The major advantage of the GPS Orion receiver is the availability of the receiver source code and development environment. Because the receiver was originally designed for terrestrial applications, some modi cations were required for operations in space dynamics environment. The two GPS Orion receivers used in this research (Fig. 4) were built and modi ed for space applications by Montenbruck et al. for their suborbital sounding rocket experiments. 15 Each receiver provides GPS measurements to the navigation computer, which runs the relative navigation lter and onboard targeting algorithms.
Simulation Hardware
In additionto the STR4760 system, the closed-loopsimulation requires the STR4762 remote control option that allows the simulation to be controlled by an external personal computer in real time. The external personal computer runs two satellite trajectory propagators simultaneouslyand providesposition,velocity,and acceleration vectors of the two vehicles to the workstation every 100 ms through an IEEE-488 bus. Based on that motion data, the workstation calculates the pseudorangeinformation used by the signal generator. The satellite trajectory simulation environment for the external personal computer employs the following acceleration models: 1) Earth's gravitational acceleration with the 30 £ 30 joint gravity model-3, 2) atmospheric drag with the Marshall Engineering Thermosphere model, and 3) third-body perturbationsdue to the sun and the moon. The propagators are also capable of accepting 1V vectors from the navigation personal computer through RS232 serial lines for realtime trajectory corrections.
Trajectory Propagator Settings
The target and chaser scenarios used in this paper are the same rendezvous scenarios designed for previous investigations. 10 The ISS was chosen as the target and assumed to be passive, and the Table 2 shows the initial target and chaser state vectors. The ISS orbit was chosen to be a near circular in the inclination of 51.6 deg. The ATV was assumed to be in the same orbit and initially about 10 km behind the ISS in the along-track direction. Table 3 shows the physical parameters of the ISS and ATV used in the satellite trajectory propagators.
The closed-loop rendezvous simulation lasts 90 min. For the rst 30 min, both the chaser and target are orbiting passively. The terminal intercept (TI) burn is applied at T D 30 min, and a total three midcourse correction (MC) burns are executed every 15 min to reduce the nal positioning error due to the perturbation forces and the thruster errors. Figure 5 shows an example rendezvoustrajectory of the ATV relative to the ISS in the target-centeredrotating frame. Because all of the TI and MC burns are computed based on the lter state vector, the chaser trajectory varies with each simulation.
Signal Simulator Settings
Based on the position, velocity, and acceleration vectors of the target and chaser vehicles sent from the external propagators, the STR4760 workstation calculates the pseudorange information used by the signal generator. The simulator settings used in this paper are also the same as those employed in previous investigations. 10 The GPS constellationis based on the YUMA almanac le of GPS week 980, which contains 27 active GPS satellites. The antenna boresight is assumed to point along the radial direction. The simulator is instructed to provide signals of all GPS satellites that are 0 deg above the local horizon, whereas the elevation mask of the Orion receiver is 10 deg. The ionosphericdelay and broadcastephemeris errors are intentionally added to the simulated GPS measurements. Figures 6  and 7 show typical range error pro les due to the ionospheric delay and broadcast ephemeris error, respectively. Figure 8 shows the relative navigation error in the rendezvous simulation. In Fig. 8 , the solid lines represent estimation errors and the dottedlines representthe correspondingstandarddeviationtaken from the lter state error covariance matrix. The navigation lter is initialized based on the rst position and velocity x solutions obtained by the GPS receivers internally. This implies that no prior knowledge of position and velocity is required for the lter initialization. The "hot start" capability 16 implemented inside of the Orion receiver provides the rst position x solution within a couple of minutes after booting the receiver, whereas the time to rst x from "cold start" takes typically 8-10 min. The burn errors of 2.0 cm/s (1¾ ) in the burn direction and 0.2 cm/s (1¾ ) in the other directions were added in the chaser trajectory propagator. To compensate for the unmodeleddynamics due to the burn error, the state error covariance was intentionallyincreased based on the magnitude of the 1V vector. If the magnitude of the computed 1V is less than 2.0 cm/s, no MC burn is executed at that time. Table 4 summarizes the relative navigation accuracy at the nal approaching time (T D 90 minutes). The value of each relative state error is taken from the squareroot of the correspondingstate error covariance,not the rms of the actual navigationerrors. The row labeled Table 4 shows the square root of the largest eigenvalue of the state error covariance matrix. Because the 3 £ 3 state error covariance matrices correspondingto the position and velocity state vectors represent 1¾ error ellipsoids in a Cartesian coordinate system, the square root of the largest eigenvalue of the state error covariance matrix indicates the largest (worst) standard deviationof the state error, and the corresponding eigenvector indicates its direction. Figure 9 shows typical shapes of relative position state error covarianceellipses along the rendezvoustrajectory.The closed-loop simulation results show that about 3.5-cm relative positioning accuracy and about 1.0-mm/s relative velocity estimation accuracy are achievable without multipath. Although the current lter setting provides somewhat larger relative velocity state error covariance than the actual rms values of the velocity errors, an early numerical investigation of Ebinuma 11 indicates that the process noise covariance should remain conservativeto obtain unbiasedrelative position errors. The offsets in the relative position errors tend to be larger in a longer separation distance mainly due to the small difference of ionosphericpath delays between the target and the chaser remaining in the double-differencedmeasurements. Figure 10 shows the chaser absolute lter state errors. Although the ionospheric path delay and the broadcast ephemeris errors are intentionally added to the simulated GPS measurements, the absolute state errors plots show unbiasedestimation errors. This is a good indication that the auxiliary lter states, such as the ionospheric delay correctionand the broadcastephemeriserrors,are successfully estimated. Also note that, in the previous HWIL experiment results with a Mitel Architect receiver presented by Ebinuma et al., 10 there was an along-track position offset of up to 7 m due to the 1-ms time tagging error in the original Mitel receiver source code. This offset was xed by Montenbruck et al. 15 and is no longer observed. Because the main focus of this research is the hardware integration of the relative navigation and guidance systems, there is no Monte Carlo type analysis of the EKF performance presented in this paper. Rigorous numerical investigations for the optimal lter implementation may be found in an early investigation of Ebinuma.
Closed-Loop Simulation Results
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Conclusions
The HWIL GPS test facility was con gured to perform active closed-loop simulations with two GPS Orion receivers, and the experiments has been successfully extended to include real-time integrated guidance and navigation for spacecraft rendezvous. All of the measurements taken from actual spaceborne GPS receivers are processed onboard, and the rendezvous maneuvers are computed and executed based on the lter navigation state vector in real time. Under LEO conditions with 10-km initial separation, the relative navigation lter provides relative state accuracy of 3.5 cm for positioning and 1.0 mm/s for velocity estimation without considering the effects of multipath and signal blockage.
The real-time rendezvous simulations between an unmanned resupply vehicle and the ISS were successfully demonstrated in the current con guration, but the scenario settings were simpli ed. For example, no signal blockage and multipath effects were considered in the simulation, although they are the main measurement error sources in the vicinity of large space structures. A multipath model and signal blockage based on the physical shape of the vehicles should be added to the simulation environment. It is also promising to consider utilizing measurements from auxiliary systems, such as inertial navigation systems and/or pseudolites, to remove the obstruction problem for space station approach navigation.
Although this paper has focused only on spacecraft rendezvous simulations,there are a number of applicationsin this area that could be considered. As another example of the GPS relative navigation applications,spacecraftformation ying would be an enabling technology for Earth mapping, synthetic aperture, and interferometry missions. The capability of formation ying is not investigated in this paper, but could be considered in future work.
